CUT AWAY PLANKING AND L.E. BETWEEN FUSE SIDES BACK TO SPARS FOR TANK

AILERON SERVO LOCATION

WING RIB
3/16" SQ. BALSA CROSS BRACING

1/16" BALSA TE PLANKING
1/16" BALSA CENTER PLANKING BETWEEN THESE RIBS

USE 1/2" STOCK FOR THICKER WING

For 2.5" 3/8" Light
1/8"
LITE-PLY
FORMER
AT WING L.E.

F2

WIDTH OF
TANK

FIRE WALL
1/4" BIRCH
PLY
BUTT LINE IF USING 4" WIDE SHEET
1/8" LITE PLY FUSE SIDES

1/16" PLY FUSE DOUBLER

CUT AWAY PLANE L.E. BETWEEN BACK TO SPADE

SAITO .72

TOP HATCH 1/8" LITE PLY
PLANKING AND Z-PIN FUSE SIDES ARMS FOR TANK

MOLDED CANOPY
#HAN2154
(HORIZON HOBBY)

OUT SHOWN FOR 1/4" THICKNESS WING
SIDE TURTLEDECK STRINGERS OMMITTED FOR CLARITY

"DASH", 3/32" BALSA

3/16" SQ. BALSA STRINGERS (5)

F3
1/8" BALSA

2.5" THICK (STOCK)
FIREWALL 1/4" BIRCH PLY

1/4" SQ. HARD TRI STOCK

3/16" BIRCH PLY GEAR MOUNT

GREAT PLANES LG. .60 L4 DURAL GEAR OR EQUIV

3" DIA. WHEELS
FUSELAGE ROTATED 8° FROM HORIZONTAL
3/16" FILL F8 TO FRONT OF FIN
BALSA BLOCK FILL BOTH
SIDES F8 TO BACK OF STAB
RUDDER TOP AND BOTTOM CAPS 3/16" SQ. HARD BALSA